MOBILE APPLICATION PENETRATION TESTING

GREAT VALUE MOBILE APP PENETRATION TESTING

Rapid development brings risk. Risk of introducing
security weaknesses that provide hackers with access
to confidential customer and financial data.

“

We continue to find Ambersail and its penetration test team professional and capable.
Costs are obviously a factor when choosing suppliers,
so to use a company that provides such a high quality
service with competitive pricing, is a real advantage.

Network Manager, Counter Solutions.

Penetration Testing finds those weaknesses before
being exploited by criminals.
On contacting us, we can provide clear advice on what
needs to be tested. A Mobile App is often just a frontend user interface providing access to a cloud-based
service. We help you determine what to include. What
presents most risk.
Mobile App Penetration Testing needs to be both
flexible and thorough to identify these weaknesses.
It needs to be able to respond quickly. To deliver an
assessment that meets tight development deadlines.
We are ready to test when you need us.
Testing is low impact. Technology that we review
is treated with great care to ensure there is no
disruption to service.

“

Mobile Apps are now vital for business operations.
Apps can be complex and development often needs
to be completed quickly. Responding to a competitive
market.

FEATURES

33Great value services. Competitive prices.
demand testing. Ready to go when you
33On
are.

33Help on what to test if you need it.
33Easy to understand reports with clear advice.
33UK based team. Working across the world.
by experienced, qualified CREST
33Performed
test engineers.

Results are gathered and delivered in easy to
understand reports with clear guidance on fixing and
what to do next.
Penetration Testing should be affordable. From the
simplest to most complex of networks, our testing
packages meet all budgets.
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DISCOVERY
A thorough assessment of how the App is built and
how it communicates. This gives our test team a
strong indication of where time will be best spent in
identifying and exploiting vulnerabilities..

ASSESSMENT
A detailed analysis of key functions such as
authentication and cryptography. Such services can
provide direct access to customer data. Repeated
attempts are made to intercept valuable data assets.

EXPLORATION
Exploiting identified weaknesses. Going deeper in to
the assessment, even as far as source-code inspection
where available. This enables subtle defects to be
located and exploited in a way that is not possible
from static analysis alone.

WHAT YOU GET FOR YOUR MONEY
As soon as you contact us, we can provide advice on
what needs to be tested. We will take time to listen to
your concerns.
Our test team will guide you on what to expect and
the best approach to identifying weaknesses. We
always aim to get best value for money for our clients.
Testing will be performed by experienced engineers.
A team of experts that has tested a wide range of
applications and supporting networks over many
years.
You can expect reports with findings and what to do
next that are easy to understand. Feel free to pick up
the phone and ask us questions. You will speak to a
real person who understands testing.
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